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QUESTION 1

Is it possible to load data from Amazon DynamoDB into Amazon Redshift? 

A. No, you cannot load all the data from DynamoDB table to a Redshift table as it limited by size constraints. 

B. No 

C. No, DynamoDB data types do not correspond directly with those of Amazon Redshift. 

D. Yes 

Correct Answer: D 

Yes. When you copy data from an Amazon DynamoDB table into Amazon Redshift, you can perform complex data
analysis queries on that data. This includes joins with other tables in your Amazon Redshift cluster. 

Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/RedshiftforDynamoDB.html 

 

QUESTION 2

How much memory does the cr1.8xlarge instance type provide? 

A. 224 GB 

B. 124 GB 

C. 184 GB 

D. 244 GB 

Correct Answer: D 

The CR1 instances are part of the memory optimized instances. They offer lowest cost per GB RAM among all the AWS
instance families. CR1 instances are part of the new generation of memory optimized instances, which can offer up to
244 GB RAM and run on faster CPUs (Intel Xeon E5-2670 with NUMA support) in comparison to the M2 instances of
the same family. They support cluster networking for bandwidth intensive applications. cr1.8xlarge is one of the largest
instance types of the CR1 family, which can offer 244 GB RAM. 

Reference: http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/instance-types/ 

 

QUESTION 3

A company is using AWS for production and development workloads. Each business unit has its own AWS account for
production, and a separate AWS account to develop and deploy its applications. The Information Security department
has introduced new security policies that limit access for terminating certain Amazon EC2 instances in all accounts to a
small group of individuals from the Security team. 

How can the Solutions Architect meet these requirements? 

A. Create a new IAM policy that allows access to those EC2 instances only for the Security team. Apply this policy to the
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AWS Organizations master account. 

B. Create a new tag-based IAM policy that allows access to these EC2 instances only for the Security team. Tag the
instances appropriately, and apply this policy in each account. 

C. Create an organizational unit under AWS Organizations. Move all the accounts into this organizational unit and use
SCP to apply a whitelist policy to allow access to these EC2 instances for the Security team only. 

D. Set up SAML federation for all accounts in AWS. Configure SAML so that it checks for the service API call before
authenticating the user. Block SAML from authenticating API calls if anyone other than the Security team accesses
these instances. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/security/how-to-use-service-control-policies-to-set-permission-guardrails

across-accounts-in-your-aws-organization/ 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/organizations/latest/userguide/orgs_manage_policies_example-scps.html 

 

QUESTION 4

Out of the striping options available for the EBS volumes, which one has the following disadvantage: \\'Doubles the
amount of I/O required from the instance to EBS compared to RAID 0, because you\\'re mirroring all writes to a pair of
volumes, limiting how much you can stripe.\\'? 

A. Raid 1 

B. Raid 0 

C. RAID 1+0 (RAID 10) 

D. Raid 2 

Correct Answer: C 

RAID 1+0 (RAID 10) doubles the amount of I/O required from the instance to EBS compared to RAID 0, because
you\\'re mirroring all writes to a pair of volumes, limiting how much you can stripe. 

Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/raid-config.html 

 

QUESTION 5

A company is using an existing orchestration tool to manage thousands of Amazon EC2 instances. A recent penetration
test found a vulnerability in the company\\'s software stack. This vulnerability has prompted the company to perform a
full evaluation of its current production environment. The analysis determined that the following vulnerabilities exist
within the environment: 

1.

 Operating systems with outdated libraries and known vulnerabilities are being used in production. 

2.
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 Relational databases hosted and managed by the company are running unsupported versions with known
vulnerabilities. 

3.

 Data stored in databases is not encrypted. 

The solutions architect intends to use AWS Contig to continuously audit and assess the compliance of the company\\'s
AWS resource configurations with the company\\'s policies and guidelines. 

What additional steps will enable the company to secure its environments and track resources while adhering to best
practices? 

A. Use AWS Application Discovery Service to evaluate all running EC2 instances Use the AWS CLI to modify each
instance, and use EC2 user data to install the AWS Systems Manager Agent during boot. Schedule patching to run as a
Systems Manager Maintenance Windows task. Migrate all relational databases to Amazon RDS and enable AWS KMS
encryption. 

B. Create an AWS CloudFormation template for the EC2 instances. Use EC2 user data in the CloudFormation template
to install the AWS Systems Manager Agent, and enable AWS KMS encryption on all Amazon EBS volumes. Have
CloudFormation replace all running instances. Use Systems Manager Patch Manager to establish a patch baseline and
deploy a Systems Manager Maintenance Windows task to execute AWS-RunPatchBaseline using the patch baseline. 

C. Install the AWS Systems Manager Agent on all existing instances using the company\\'s current orchestration tool.
Use the Systems Manager Run Command to execute a list of commands to upgrade software on each instance using
operating system-specific tools. Enable AWS KMS encryption on all Amazon EBS volumes. 

D. Install the AWS Systems Manager Agent on all existing instances using the company\\'s current orchestration tool.
Migrate all relational databases to Amazon RDS and enable AWS KMS encryption. Use Systems Manager Patch
Manager to establish a patch baseline and deploy a Systems Manager Maintenance Windows task to execute AWS-
RunPatchBaseline using the patch baseline. 

Correct Answer: C 
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